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It’s time to put God’s Word into action! These suggestions are ways to do just that—but feel free to set them 
aside and do activities your family suggests. Your kids are creative, and they might be more excited about doing 
something they suggested than doing something you’ve found online.

•  Cut apart the prompts provided and put them into a fun container. Then, each day, pull out a prompt 
and do it together as a family. Or ask family members to each do the prompt on their own and report 
back how it went.

•  Use the questions as prompts for journaling during personal or family quiet time. How about taking a 
hike and letting everyone rest with pencil and paper?

• Have everyone pick one keyword action to do sometime during the week.

There’s no pressure to do every prompt we and your family suggest. Choose however many work for your 
family and have fun!

LOOK
• Why does LOOKING out for the interests of others matter?

• What would people who know you well say that you LOOK for in life?

• It takes focus to really LOOK at others. Lock eyes with another family member. How long can you LOOK 
into that person’s eyes without getting uncomfortable?

• Sometimes we LOOK without really seeing people. Do a quick experiment: Close your eyes and then, 
without opening them, describe what everyone else in the family is wearing right now.



INTERESTS
• What are a few INTERESTS you have now? Why do you want to explore them?

• What’s something you were once INTERESTED in, but now … not so much? What happened to dampen 
your INTEREST?

• What does Jesus do to let you know He’s INTERESTED in you?

• What do you do to let Jesus know you’re INTERESTED in Him?

HAVE
• What sort of people prompt you to HAVE an interest in them? Who do you find fascinating?

• In what ways do you HAVE the attitude of Jesus? In what ways does your attitude need some help so it 
looks more like His?

• Show and Tell! Show your family something you HAVE that you really, really like, and then tell them 
why it interests you.

• What’s something you HAVE that you’re willing to give to a friend or donate to charity? Pick something 
and then, as a family, give away some of what you HAVE. How does that reflect Jesus’ attitude toward 
things?

ATTITUDE
• How would you describe Jesus’ ATTITUDE toward people? If you can, point to an example in the Bible 

where Jesus shows His ATTITUDE in action.

• An ATTITUDE of concern isn’t just a matter of words; it’s actions too. What actions signal to you that 
someone is sincerely INTERESTED in you?

• What’s your general ATTITUDE toward people? How does it show itself?

• ATTITUDE Check: How INTERESTED are you in our Philippians 2:4-5 conversations? 1-Very INTERESTED, 
2-Somewhat INTERESTED, 3-Not at all INTERESTED. Why?


